
We met actress and game show host Daniella Monet when she was visiting Manhattan recently. She

hosts Nickelodeon’s “Paradise Run” and stars as Sam on “Baby Daddy,” but we have liked her a long

time — ever since she was on “Victorious” as Trina!

On “Paradise Run,” do you follow a script or read cue cards on the show?

No cue cards. They give me a script, but I don’t follow it very well. I kind of go off of it and use it as a

guideline, and I make sure I get the very important stuff out like the rules of the game and things like

that. After that, it is my own little deal.

Who did you hang out with the most on “Victorious,” and do you still get together?

We do get together. On the show, my dressing room was closest to Victoria’s [Justice] and Avan’s

[Joglia] so we hung out the most during the show. But now Liz [Elizabeth Gillies], the one who played

Jade, and Arianna [Grande] and I don’t live that far from one another, and Vic and I live close to one

another. We all keep in touch.
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What was your favorite TV

show to watch as a kid?

I loved “Hey Arnold!,” “Rugrats.”

I loved other reality competition

shows like “Double Dare.”

One of our favorite obstacles

on the show is the rope swing.

What is your favorite?

I would say anything that is a

waterslide. The waterslides on

this show are so cool. I have been on them, and they are fast and so much fun.

Are you a dreamer or a realist?

A dreamer — 100 percent. I need to work on my realism. Sometimes it is fun just to think so big.

Sometimes it works.

If you could have lunch with anyone, who would it be?

I would like to have lunch with Cher from “Clueless” [Alicia Silverstone] but I would want to go with

her as her character.

Do you have siblings, and do you think your birth order has affected your personality?

I think so. I am a big sister, so I take that wherever I go. When I was on “Victorious,” I was the big

sister and I was actually older than the rest of the cast, and I have always felt like a big sister, and I

have always felt like I had to be a role model.

Would you rather go back to the past or into the future?

That is a good question. I think the future because it is all unknown. When you think about the past,

you have so many great memories and are so grateful for all that I have been able to do. I don’t need

to do them again!
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As one of the few female game show hosts, how do you think you have in uenced young people?

I have never thought about that. I like to think that I might be able to in uence people to be

con dent and strong. That is kind of what I have to do with the contestants in this fun game as I steer

them through. I like that role.

What is the scariest thing about auditioning for any of the roles you have tried out for?

When I really want something, I get really nervous. And sometimes when I am not really sure that it

is the right role for me, I still get nervous. And I have been doing this for over 20 years, and it doesn’t

get any easier. You just have to know how to calm yourself down.

What advice would you give to middle school kids?

Middle school was really fun for me because I was really trying on who I wanted to be. I am so

different [than back] then. I would skateboard all day long, I would wear funky clothes and cut my

hair really short. It was really so much fun. I say have fun, and play all day! I made so many friends.

Do you have a favorite children’s book?

“Fancy Nancy”!

Were you into sports growing up?

I was into sports, but I wasn’t very good. My favorite activity was martial arts. It was so much fun and

it is good for self-defense, and I think it gave me a lot of con dence. Now I work out like a grown-up

and go to the gym.

Do you ght with your brother, and what about?

Yes, I am a normal human. My brother is younger than me, and I am always on his booty about doing

the right thing. When you are younger and you have an older sibling, you just feel that sometimes

you need to live up to their standards. That is what I want my brother to do.
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